
Significant Time frame (Daily/Weekly) Extreme Turning Point Position Strategy 

 

So here’s where we’re at with the strategy, and this one will stick considering the drama of the day to 

day market fluctuations, and our desire to avoid drama.  (Supply and Demand is for us) 

 

 

Structure in the Daily (MBO structure, Head and Shoulders)….this means a  clear “Significant” Market 

Reversal “turning point” structure…entry order point is optimum at the breakout point…that’s what 

we did with USDJPY recently, however, we exited the position too soon…it kept going. Now we are 

thinking as long term position traders at extreme turning points…it takes a few years to build up an 

account, but when we do, and have clear Significant reversal structures…it’s just like the Billionaires 

who spent their lives picking “Top and Bottoms” in markets…that’s what they did…same thing…it 

takes years and patience… 

 

 

O.K. So, here was the lesson….we exited USD JPY too early.....this was a long term trade that went to 

(last time we checked) 9oo pips in the green by now….still going..”Long term position means long 

term price movement as the two Countries US and Japan interact with exports and imports…that’s the 

relationship and we ride along with it….this is legitimate “knowledge”, just like studying a particular 

consumer market that is blooming and investing…same thing….it’s just Forex… 

 



 

 

 

O.k. , so we are in a long term position now NZDUSD (it fluctuates, but the Significant reversal 

structure is our strategy, so we let it be)…this one was entered very early, as we exited USD JPY too 

early, but ideally we wait for the Momentum Breakout out point…this is where patience in picking a 

currency pair is essential…below is an obvious Head and Shoulders reversal structure, so though we 

entered way before the MBO point, we will stay in this one for months as the NZD and USD currencies 

have their relationship… 

 

 

 

 

 O.K. so the recap: 

1) check for Daily reversal structure 

2)check that we have already tested historical peaks that are now in obvious significant supply or 

demand zones 

3) enter at the MBO point, and put a stop order way behind the historical peak point to be safe.(this is a 

long term position, so there is risk which is part of the experience. This is how money is made, there has 



to be risk in order to create profit…as they say “money to make money” then put a limit order far away 

to where the next opposing zone may be...then that’s that…the trade could last half a year or a 

year…follow it along…be patient… 

 

Here’s an example of how historical peaks held true even in the housing market….same in Forex, but we 

back up the Supply Demand adherence with a good clear Significant time frame reversal structure. And 

then we have a position…patience is the key…If you look (below) before 2010 where the huge market 

drop occurred, I’m sure we would have found a strong reversal in the Daily time frame that signaled the 

downturn…that’s how all those executives made  millions…they short sold the derivatives market…it 

actually very simple to chart structure strategy folks and supply and demand peaks followers, but not to 

the Single Mom’s trying to raise their kids with 2 jobs and putting a bit trust in the world…man oh 

man…terrible…it’s pictures…structures that tell us what’s going on… 

 

 

O.K., so here’s one more look at what an MBO (momentum breakout structure looks like) our entry 

order would be passed the MBO point to be totally honest with ourselves and the strategy…plan the 

trade trade the plan…. It’s the plan, not the person, so detach from it… 

 



O.k., so we see here that the MBO point is after the “W” shape that 

tells us about the “sentiment”…going up…”M” for Supply (sell/down)….”W” structure for 

demand…(buy/up) 

Supply structures are a “seller’s market” like this…on the right we see the MBO point that broke where 

our entry order was….(note the “M” structure) 

 

 

And here is the demand zone again of the USDJPY trade…this time we were correct in the significant 

time frame MBO entry order point…”Buyer market”…Demand zone..(below) 



 

Note above, that the entry order was a bit beyond the MBO point, just in case the price level was 

tested...but this currency pair in particular is known for gettin’ goin’ because a stronger USD means good 

things for Japanese exports…it’s a relationship between the countries…it’s actually very interesting 

Psychology and economic relationship… 

O.k. so, cool, that’s where we at…we thought to share it, since a lot of folks want to know our life 

finance saving strategy and considering our awareness of the space cameras and how we all get filled up 

when unaware depending on the environment and time spent focusing on something, this is our 

strategy…no choice…turns out that this is something anybody can do…so that’s good then…..much 

love…God bless.   

…side note……Oh, the space camera people’s energy thing we just mentioned may seem like a 

“imaginary friend” or “Pink elephants”, but the future folks in the year 3000 are going to say…well, they 

were right about that…and the love part too…honestly we are not the least bit concerned about the Rap 

game opinions of us because we have our own opinions…that’s the beauty of expression…freedom of 

speech…no doubt (we’re cool with the whole thing), nor are we concerned about a person wondering 

about our life direction or how we spend our time, because obviously they have no idea what we are all 

dealing with….much love to everyone though of course…we’re not know it alls…cool...peace… 

…And peace and blessings to “our people” who have cared enough all these years to check in, and fire 

back at the haters…we know truly that is what it really is, yeah it’s also lyrical and creative content and 

creates a pressure cooker in our lives…but we are all working on tapering off from the supernova that 

occured…respectfully….no choice at this point…only less than 5% are financial successful in music…that’s 

not a lot of people so, the story gets taken over, no matter how much a mogul floods a market…it’s ours 

over time…advice to a mogul out there is to accept it early and love your children…(from an elder) 



onelove…that’s how God has it…one way or the other in the end…long lives love and peace to 

everyone...take care…peace… 

 

 

  


